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Our speaker this month is Rob Keene,

a member of the British Team at the

recent microlight championships in

Spain. We will be starting at 8.00pm as

usual.

Quote of the Month

“The air up there in the clouds is very

pure and fine, bracing and deli-

cious. And why shouldn't it be? -- it is the

same the angels breathe.” — Mark Twain

A Message from the Chairman

As some of you are aware, next month

commemorates the 30th Anniversary

of our Club. This is a huge milestone

because there can be few (if any) other

microlight flying clubs that have achieved

this longevity. As a Club, we can claim to

have been involved during the pioneering

days of microlight flying, and today our

club members fly sophisticated machines

that have evolved from those basic air-

frames.

An excellent article detailing the history

of our club which has been supplied by

Gordon Gould and added to by Bill Austin

gives testimony to our initial and

continuing interest. This will be published

next month. We will not let this occasion

pass without some form of recognition.

Therefore, it is intended to invite to to

our Christmas Party the available original

club members whose ideas brought our

club to fruition. Also, it is hoped that the

speaker next month will be the founding

member of our Club as it is from his

original work and ideas that our club

came into being.

NPPL Pilots Note

Please check and make sure that you

have signed your licence. The BMAA

have found that some licences have not

been signed and this means that they are

invalid. Another point they make is that

on the medical form you should only tick

one group - Group 1 (Private Driving) or

Group 2 (Professional Driving). Again the

form is invalid if both boxes are ticked or

marked in any way, even if counter-

signed by the doctor. The BMAA also

need to see the original form not a copy.

Safety

The following article is reproduced with

permission from P&M Aviation

Flying through cloud. A cautionary

tale

At approximately 0850hrs (French

summer time) Monday 3rd Septem-

ber 2012, whilst flying home from the

annual French ULM show at Blois and

keen to make good progress despite

deteriorating weather conditions, I inten-

tionally  climbed up through what ap-

peared to be stratus cloud, intending to

break through the top. After a short time

I lost control of P&M Aviations beautiful
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prototype PulsR that I was flying and was

forced to deploy the aircrafts ballistic

recovery system, in preference to the

distinct possibility of dying while trying to

regain control before hitting the ground.

There was a loud ‘pop’, and 2 agonising

seconds later came the reassuring tug to

indicate that the parachute canopy had

successfully inflated.  I sent a MAYDAY

call and prepared myself for arrival

back on terra firma as I watched the

approaching treetops through the canopy

of my now nose down aircraft.

How did this come to be? You may ask.

Here is a cautionary tale of what

happened to a pilot who thought he knew

better,  broke the rules ‘just a little bit’

and came close to paying the ultimate

price.

As the crowds thinned on the Sunday

afternoon of the 2 day Salon d’ ULM at

Blois in the Loire valley, the thoughts of

the exhibiting P&M British contingent

turned to plans for the return trip to the

UK that afternoon.  We had enjoyed a

reasonably busy weekend, with interest

shown principally in the Explorer and a

little incredulity in the PulsR (until pilots

had flown it, after which, without

exception they were very impressed). We

had been very generously put up and fed

by Pete Jarvis, his lovely partner Annabel

and a contingent of the Bedford

Microlight Club who were holidaying in

the region and based in the chalet park

at the nearby village of Onzain (where

the show used to be held).

After an uneventful flight down from

Marlborough the previous Friday with me

flying the company’s GTR Explorer

demonstrator and Bill Brooks in the PulsR

prototype, I was hoping for something

similar on the return trip home.   In

particular, Bill (designer of both these

aircraft) was to allow me to pilot the

PulsR, something that I was looking

forward to with relish, it being a sublime

aircraft to fly both in handling

characteristics and comfort.

However, a look at the meteorology info

available indicated that while low level

conditions in Northern France for the rest

of the day would probably be acceptable

for VFR flight, a cold front across the

south coast of England and poor

conditions over the Channel ruled out a

crossing that evening.

So with accommodation still available

courtesy of Pete Jarvis and a look at the

forecast for the following day, Bill and I

elected to stay put and fly the trip home

the following morning.

Monday morning dawned reasonably

bright with a 5 knot North Westerly

breeze and the promise of scattered low

level stratus and cumulus cloud along the

route up to our intended Channel

crossing point at Cherbourg and with fuel

tanks full we were wheels up at 8 o’clock

sharp and underway.

Flying in loose formation with a half mile

separation, we could see that our

intended route was (as forecast) starting

to become littered with scattered cloud of

both stratus and cumulus but with

sufficient breaks between to allow flight

around, over or under without significant

deviation from track.

After 45 minutes of flight in these

conditions, Bill and I had lost visual

contact with each other and, despite

being in radio contact with each other,

were not talking to each other as much as

perhaps we ought.  I now encountered a

stratus cloud formation of slightly larger
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proportions than previous with its base

below my current cruise height of 2000’

and elected to descend and continue on

track below to avoid an unnecessary

period of flight out of sight of ground.

Dropping below base level of the cloud at

its edge I saw that the cloud pretty much

extended to ground level across a large

densely forested area and immediately

decided that flight below this cloud would

be a bad idea.

I now made THE BAD DECISION. Instead

of making a level 180deg turn away from

the nav hazard, clearing the cloud and

giving myself clear air and time to re-

evaluate my options, I decided that the

cloud was sufficiently shallow and the

climb performance of the aircraft gave

justification to maintain track and climb

at best rate through this cloud, come out

above and proceed on course. Surely it

would be all over in seconds, 30 at most!

The reality was that I was now in a dense

all enveloping shroud of nil visibility. I

could see my instruments and the wings

of the aircraft, but nothing else. It was

early in the day, so the Sun did not have

the position or the strength to penetrate

this cloud and provide a point of

reference. Soon I could see that I was

now steadily turning to Port and

uncertainty and panic started to make

their presence felt.  I tried to make use

of the instruments at my disposal. The

EFIS package fitted to the aircraft was

complete with Artificial Horizon which

formed the background of the composite

instrumentation display that was active

at the time. But I am not schooled or

practiced in the methods of effective

instrument flying and there was now too

much conflicting information from eyes

and balance organs for me to process

and use effectively. I could see and feel

airspeed and rate of turn rising, and an

alarming rate of descent developing

looking at the analogue altimeter.

Centring the control frame I pushed the

bar away in an attempt to control

airspeed, only to stall the wing before

continuing on down this now clearly

developed spiral dive.

With 1000ft left on the altimeter, I

decided that enough was enough.  It

seemed unlikely that I would regain some

semblance of VMC with enough height to

sort this mess out before hitting the trees

and/or ground and with an overwhelming

sense of resignation and regret I flicked

the engine ignition switches to off and

pulled the big red handle in the middle of

the instrument panel.  After the BANG!

there was an awful heart stopping

silence, punctuated only by the wind rush

past the aircraft canopy and the sound of

the parachute strop tearing its way

through the fibreglass engine cowlings as

the canopy deployed. Then, RELIEF! “I’M

SAVED!!!”  The reassuring firm tug of the

parachute reducing my rate of descent to

‘survivable’. I estimate that at the time of

pulling the handle I was 800ftAGL, which

gave me just enough time to transmit the

MAYDAY complete with most of the

relevant information (including Lats and

Longs) before there were trees followed

by ground to the soundtrack of breaking

branches and shattering plastic.

Silence. I opened my eyes to find myself

lying semi inverted and on one side and

still secured to the aircraft. A rapid self

assessment indicated that all limbs were

still attached, nothing was obviously

hurting a lot and I wasn’t leaking. A good

– no I’ll rephrase that – AMAZING result!
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Unclipping myself from the safety

harness, I extricated myself from the

trike and turned to survey the damage.

True to say that the wing was now not

looking too happy, with a broken control

frame upright and the trike now lying on

top of it. The canopy glass had been

broken and the engine cowls had

perished during BRS deployment. But

with new canopy, cowlings and spats and

a carbon patch to the nose (plus a bit of

paint) and the PulsR trike looked as

though she would grace the skies again.

BRILLIANT! I knelt and paid homage to

Bill Brooks and his wonderful carbon fibre

monocoque flying machine.

Having determined that there was no

immediate threat of fire (but removing all

personal gear from the trike anyway), I

surveyed my surroundings. I was in

densely planted evergreen forest and

clearly some distance from populated

areas or roads, such was the lack of

noise. I dug out my phone and set about

making calls to potentially interested

parties, notably my wife who was on her

way to first day at new job (no, the call

didn’t start her day off too well either).  I

left voicemail for Bill who I guessed was

still in the air and possibly looking for a

landing site and then set about the

slightly daunting task of tidying up the

mess I’d made. There was a small but

steady trickle of fuel leaking from one of

the fuel tank top fittings onto the sail,

and I set about separating the wing from

the trike with a view to righting the trike

so as to stop the fuel leak.  I managed to

separate the two and was considering

how to manoeuvre the trike away from a

tree and tip it back over on my own when

the phone rang.  It was Pete Jarvis.

“Hello Mate. You OK?”  “Yes” I said “all

things considered”. “That’s great” he

says “We’ve told the authorities about

you and we’re in the cars on our way to

get you”.  It seemed as though

everything was going to be alright!

The authorities had indeed been

informed and half an hour later I had the

company of 8 Gendarmes with the

promise of more ‘specialist d’aviation’

Gendarmes to follow. No one spoke

English and my French is virtually non-

existent, so we struggled a bit until jolly

nice French chap who did have English

turned up and got us communicating

effectively. It turned out that he lived in

a house a few 100 metres from the crash

site, had heard the bang and come out to

investigate earlier but because of the

dense nature of the forest had failed to

see anything and returned to his petit

dejeuner. The sudden and quite

concentrated level of Police activity on

the road at the end of his drive brought

him back out, which was good for me; I

had been feeling quite alone without

someone to talk to, despite the

considerate nature of the local

Gendarmerie.

Later, the Bedford Cavalry arrived and I

was now truly amongst friends and

hugely relieved. Annabel spoke French

and with a calm and businesslike manner

these wonderful people set about the

clearing up my mess. I was despatched

to the local cop shop for a formal

interview and the ‘Specialist d’ Aviation’

arrived to carry out his site inspection

and on my return to site post interview it

was to find PulsR loaded on a trailer and

being towed by Pete’s 4x4 truck via a

rather impossible exit route through the

trees.  We then all returned to Onzaine

for tea and a re-group.

I have these things to say in my

conclusion to this tale:

As a reasonably experienced flexwing

microlight pilot, I was arrogant and

stupid to believe that despite a total lack

of training or practice, I had the skill set

necessary to conduct safe flight through

cloud, even for a very short period of

time. Also, I broke the rules. Microlight

pilots have VMC flight privileges ONLY

and our aircraft are authorised similarly.

My conduct on the flight that day could

have led to my death and possible injury

to others and the fallout from the
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accident will be felt by me, my family and

my employers for some time to come. I

can see that it is time for me to re-assess

my approach and attitude to flying and

that I need to take steps towards being a

better, safer pilot.

The aircraft that I was in at the time of

this incident, despite being a prototype,

is without a doubt the best flexwing

microlight that I have ever had the

privilege to fly, equipped with the most

competent sure footed wing currently

available on the UK market today and

complemented by a sophisticated trike

unit that has now demonstrated its

exceptional impact damage resistance in

addition to the superior levels of comfort

that it provides.  It did not negatively

contribute to this accident.

And the BRS? Well it has demonstrated

its worth to me, that’s for sure. And were

you to ask me for the justification of

having one fitted to an aircraft? I would

reply “to save the lives of idiotic pilots

like me”.

I have ‘played’ with clouds on numerous

occasions in the past and I ‘suspect’ that

there are other pilots out there who have

done the same, together with those who

have successfully navigated their way

through cloud for extended periods of

time while on expedition flights. I also

‘suspect’ that there are pilots who

haven’t flown into cloud yet but are

fascinated with the idea. My hope is that

those pilots, having read this account of

my experience of flight into cloud will be

dissuaded from following in my

footsteps.

Lastly, I would like to express my

heartfelt gratitude to Pete Jarvis and his

party of Bedford Microlighters. They

came to my aid in my hour of need, were

supportive and non-judgemental

throughout, refusing all offers of

repayment. I am profoundly grateful to

say that I know people like these. They

are a shining example of humankind and

reflect well I’m sure on the wider UK

Microlight community.

To all pilots out there that read this,

please Fly Well, and Fly Safe and

Look Out For Each Other.

Robin Kraike  9 Sept 2012

All content of this document is Copyright

of Robin Kraike at P&M Aviation Ltd

Filton Fly-in by Myron Burak

Filton  had what was quite probably the

last ever fly in there on the 15th of

September. Many people tried to get a

slot without luck but we managed to get

ourselves on the list, probably by

booking early without much regard for

the consequences of whether we would

actually go or not on the day. I think this

tactic is the only way to get in on some

of these big events.

We landed around 10:30 after the usual

melee that surrounds these events, being

cut up twice whilst in the zone under

ATC. Good job there are two pairs of eyes

in our plane. So we found ourselves on

the tarmac of one of the most famous

airfields in the West. The aircraft park

was over the other side of the field from

the building where our hosts, the Filton

Flying Club, were located. We were

transferred in a minibus operated by the

fire and ground crews at Filton, a bunch

of guys with a very sardonic sense of

humour. Filton Flying Club had a good

spread of food which we promptly tucked

into. In fact after a couple of burgers,

then cake, Stephen then could not resist

a portion of trifle which made him feel a

bit ill all afternoon. Serves him right,

greedy bugger.

After feeding, we wandered down to a

building housing a group rebuilding a

Bristol Blenheim. This looked a very

interesting but very daunting project.

This is a Canadian version of the aircraft

and most of the airframe was on view in

several sheds. I wish them luck with that

one. By this time we had been joined by

Bill Keel-Stocker who had flown in not
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long after us. Enquiries at the club house

revealed that it was not possible to get

near the Concord currently parked about

two thirds of the way up the lengthy

runway.

 Next we strolled back to the aircraft

park, taking time to stand at the

threshold of one of the biggest runways

I’ve ever been on.

As we walked back we struggled to view

the Concord, a classic shape in the

middle distance. There were upwards of

50 planes in the park. I thought they

could have got a lot more in, considering

the size of the place. We wandered

around there for about an hour, with

some interesting types on view. There

was only one flex wing, John Sparks in

his Quik, I think, but we did not bump

into him. We also saw a blue Turbulent,

which must have Eddie Clapham’s as I

saw an e-mail saying he was going to fly

in his. We did not meet him either. I had

an interesting chat with the

aforementioned fire and ground crews,

all very sad that Filton will be closing.

One chap said he should have taken a job

at Lulsgate but then went on to state with

pride that he would never have towed a

380 if he had. They also said that the

Concord was just being left to rot on the

runway. Why it is not closer to the public

I don’t know, it seems deliberate. I

managed to get some distant pics.

So about two we took off for home,

straining to get a view of Concord on the

way past. I’m really glad I managed to

get this one bagged in my log book

before it closes. I just think of all the

illustrious aircraft that came out of the

Bristol Aeroplane Company and its

descendants.

Filton’s last Fly-in by John Sparks

It is easy to imagine that you are on

finals in Concorde and approaching

Filton’s vast runway at nearly  200 knots.

At 2467 metres it is one of the UK’s

longest runways but, approaching over

Bristol’s Parkway Station, the expanse of

tarmac looks quite small.  However, as

you descend over the threshold with two

red and two white lights on either side

indicating you are sliding down the glide

slope at the correct angle, Filton’s  91

metre wide runway seems to go on

forever.  The problem is, where to touch

down!

This was the occasion of the airfield’s last

fly-in before it closes at the end of this

year after a distinguished record going

back to 1910.  Organised by the Bristol

Aero Club, landing fees were dispensed

with. However, £690 was raised for the

Western Air Ambulance Fund.   Filton is

where great aircraft first parted company

with the ground for the first time:

Concorde, Brittannia, Brabazon, Brigand,
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Beaufighter, Blenheim, Bulldog and Box-

kite – all names from the past and part

of Bristol’s heritage.  However, smaller

fare were present on the airfield on this

somewhat grey and blustery day.

It had been necessary to book a slot with

ATC and these fairly quickly became

allocated resulting in many pilots being

disappointed.   My slot was for 11.35 but

with 10 plus knots gusting across

Doynton’s grass strip and with a hint of

rain, I almost decided to give it a miss.

In the end, I did not take off in my Quik

until about 12.15 but had no difficulty in

joining over head and landing half way

along 27 to reduce the taxiing time.  In

fact, aircraft did turn up on the off chance

and, so far as I know, none were turned

away.

Altogether, 87 were handled and were

lined up along the taxiways on the north

side of the field.  38 different types were

represented but my Quik 912S was the

only weight-shift. Aircraft flew in from 50

different locations over the southern half

of the UK; I must have had the shortest

flight of any to get there as Doynton is

barely 5 miles from Filton but the next

closest was an aircraft from Garston

Farm.  The furthest was apparently

Manston 134 miles away.  Once parked,

a shuttle bus conveyed us to the club-

house where a good spread of food and

drink was available, including delicious

sausage rolls.  The talk was one of

disbelief that this great airfield was going

to close despite an apparent shortage of

runways in southern England.

Soon after 14.00 hours, aircraft were

starting to leave and with 14 knots

blowing from the west, I took off and,

with a tail wind, was back at Doynton in

a few minutes.

I shall certainly miss the friendly and

helpful ATC when, on the 21st December,

Filton falls silent on 122.725.  It is the

best and most convenient airport that

Bristol never had – and all for fog-prone

distant Lulsgate and now, for housing!

Internet

If you have read the latest edition of

Microlight Flying you will have seen the

article entitled “It’s a fair cop, gov” plus

a long reference to the CAA web site. It

is worth taking a look at the prosecutions

undertaken by the CAA between 1st April

2011 and 30th March 2012 and listed in

the publication. Some of the fines im-

posed are “eye watering”! A salutary

reminder both to be and to fly legal.

Dates for your Diary

1st – 2nd December – The Flying

Show, NEC Birmingham
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9th – 14th April 2013 – Sun ‘n Fun,

Lakeland, Florida. www.sun-n-fun.org

20th – 22nd June 2013 – Round Britain

Rally. Contact John Moore 07793 756129

or www.cyberstitch.me.com

29 July – 4th August 2013 – EAA Air

Venture, Oshcosh, Wisconsin.

www.eaa.org

For Sale

Two dark green and red Ozee flying

suits (L&XL) in excellent condition

£50 each.Two Lynx helmets complete

with visors,covers and carrying case £60.

Contact Andrew John 01386 725229
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Filton Photos

As there were a large number of photos

of the Filton event the following is a

selection of those not used in the articles.

Original Airscrew newsletters

Would anyone be interested in acquiring

this collection of Club newsletters dating

from November 1982? It seems a

tragedy to consign them to the recycling

bin. If so, contact the Editor.


